Student Government Association Emergency Meeting

Purpose: To find relief for Hurricane Sandy
6 November 2012 11:12 the meeting is called to order

Present:
Students: Amanda Lundberg, Joy Grynko, Anthony DiGregorio, Salma Khowaja, John Scuteri, Pat Luck (Larry) Chow, Christina Doodnauth (347-493-5764, doodc@farmingdale.edu), Michelle Gonzalez (631-796-5680, gonzm@farmingdale.edu).
Faculty: Dr. Tom Corti

Discussion about the previous days meeting with Dr. Keen
child care center doing ‘adopt a family’
disaster emergency relief fund collection from clubs and organizations (ex. thurs bake sale by psych club @11am)
Larry brought up textbook rental to those who lost their books in the storm.
Anthony - process for distro of funds to students in need
John - form for book allocation
Salma - donations
Contact Eric Farina to collaborate on south shore clean up (Sunday 0900)
15 Passenger vans hold 12 people max
11:34 Shanice comes to the meeting
Angela from RHA stopped by to provide information for bus companies 1 bus for 4 hours is approximately $300. Busses hold 49 passengers
discussion about using 2 busses
discussion on student activities cap
11:55 Meeting adjourned